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Bonuses serve as a valuable tool in
attracting and retaining Naval officers. This
thesis analyzes the way officer bonuses are
currently distributed in the Navy and
provides recommended changes based on
analysis
of
scholarly
publications.
Combining the information gained from
current policies and research already
conducted in the academic arena, the
author proposes a workable bonus structure
to meet the recruitment and retention goals
while providing the Navy flexibility,
quality personnel, and cost effectiveness.
Combining auction theory and signaling
theory into a new program has great
potential to provide flexibility to the Navy,
maintain the appropriate quantity and
quality of officers, and provide cost
savings to the Navy, while providing
continued servicemember satisfaction. By
offering bonus programs of different rates
and time commitments, effectiveness and
personnel quality can be increased by
allowing officers to signal their intentions
to the Navy. Auctions can be used to
determine the appropriate monetary values
to offer under each contract. By
implementing an auction for bonus
amounts, the Navy helps to ensure that
bonuses will be competitive with the
overall job market. This approach provides
the Navy with a flexible, effective officer
bonus program that is responsive to
existing job market conditions.
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Have Improved Resources Increased Military Recruiting and Sep 1, 2014 prescribe uniform wear, increase sea pay
for Sailors on extended expansion of the Career Intermission Pilot Program, require Congressional approval. . Aviators,
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Navy SEALs, and Restricted Line and Staff Corps officers. Sailors feel could enhance their productivity, effectiveness,
and enjoyment. DOD INSTRUCTION 7730.67 AVIATION INCENTIVE PAYS AND Apr 18, 2008 Hoping to
stanch the flow of young officers leaving active-duty ranks, the Army has The 2008-09 incentive program became
effective April 7. 2014 Navy Retention Study Report - First - Military.com cost benefit analysis in this study finds
that prior enlisted naval officers are better off by $211,000 to continue service through the . FILIP STUDY:
IMPROVING THE NAVYS OFFICER BONUS BONUS. PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS. PDF, 102 pages - GAO
Our legislation would increase the basic GI Bill benefit from $528 to $600 per month and eliminate $1,200 of their own
money to participate in the program. all or any part of any enlistment or reenlist- ment bonus, to the Thrift Savings Plan.
of Naval Officers is so low that the Navy will have 50 percent fewer officers than Improving the Navys officer bonus
program effectiveness - CORE Mar 7, 2017 The Navy is increasing the annual Nuclear Officer Incentive Continuation
Pay for some of its The change is effective immediately. Nuclear Computerworld - Google Books Result Oct 20,
2016 DoD Instruction 7730.67, Aviator Incentive Pay and Bonus Program Under Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller)/Chief Financial Officer, Department of .. incentive pays to increase their respective Departments ability to
attract and .. The effective date of the first aeronautical order to perform flight duties. Improving the Navys officer
bonus program effectiveness (e) Accession bonus for New officers in Critical Skills. INCREASE IN INCENTIVE
SPECIAL PAY AND MULTIYEAR RETENTION BONUS (c) Effective Date. . with respect to the Coast Guard when
it is not operating as a service in the Navy, or instructor in the Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps program or a
retired PM: Program Manager (Online) July August 2001 Issue - Google Books Result organization providing
objective analysis and effective solutions that address the 57 percent those in the Navy increased 31 percent, and those
in the. Army increased 27 The services also expanded their enlistment bonus programs and advertising . under control.
Their officer retention rates improved, even in previ-. Jan 3, 2016 Navy personnel boss eyes big changes to bonuses,
advancement big changes to petty officer advancement and your bonuses with an aim of this new retirement program,
Chief of Naval Personnel Vice Adm. Bill Moran said. We believe this has improved Sailors propensity to serve at sea,
Moran Attitudes Arent Free: Thinking Deeply About Diversity in the U.S. - Google Books Result Notes Monetary
and Non-monetary Reenlistment Incentives Utilizing the Improving the Navys Officer Bonus Program Effectiveness
(masters thesis, NPS, Improving the Navys officer bonus program effectiveness are eligible to retire, and it finds that
prior enlisted officers leave the Navy after 20 years of service at a greater rate,. 310 percent, than . FILIP STUDY:
IMPROVING THE NAVYS OFFICER BONUS BONUS. PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS. Army renews incentive
program to improve retention or captains not be able to develop as effective a career plan as they should, she says.
Settmg a Course Petty Officer 1st Class Anthony Cagle, a job detailer at the First, the Navy sets a bonus pay cap for a
particular job (such as $500 extra per month). learning and improve their proficiency using customizable training
programs, 16Jun_Freeman_ - Naval Postgraduate School Bonuses serve as a valuable tool in attracting and retaining
Naval officers. This thesis analyzes the way officer bonuses are currently distributed in the Navy and not for
publication until released by the house - Bonuses serve as a valuable tool in attracting and retaining Naval officers.
This thesis analyzes the way officer bonuses are currently distributed in the Navy and Molloy and Fletterich MBA
Project ver1 - Defense Technical Bonuses serve as a valuable tool in attracting and retaining Naval officers. This
thesis analyzes the way officer bonuses are currently distributed in the Navy and United States Navy - 1997 Posture
Statement - The Army and Navy failed to meet their recruiting objectives in FY 1998 and the Army and The services
also expanded their enlistment bonus programs and advertising campaigns. Nuclear officer incentive pay, for example,
was increased to $25,000. Although the effectiveness of each of these changes has not been Improving Reenlistment
Incentives and Processes - CNA Mar 29, 2017 incentives and non-monetary retention tools, aimed at retaining
challenge increasingly difficult and complex, including an improving economy with low Navy is also experiencing a
smaller pool of officers entering the window for . Effective implementation of these programs is critical to our effort to
Improving the Navys officer bonus program - Calhoun Home Improving the Navys officer bonus program
effectiveness. Filip, William N. Monterey, California. Naval Postgraduate School http:///10945/2749. Improving the
Navys officer bonus program effectiveness using If granted this new discretionary authority, Navy intends to target
first the This would increase the maximum enlisted payment rate from $355 to $425, the cost-effectiveness of financial
incentives in supporting effective staffing in critical military skills. In the case of the Nuclear Officer Incentive Pay
Program, a two-year Congressional Record - Google Books Result Similar increases were attained for pilots and naval
flight officers. The Marine Corps has expanded its Aviation Retention Bonus program in and electronic training
manuals, have improved training effectiveness and curriculum design. Improving the Navys officer bonus program
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effectiveness Navy Execution of R-TOC Program To illustrate the seriousness of the Navy TOC was the Navy Cost
Reduction and Effectiveness Improvement (CREI) process. Included on the Council are the Department of the Navy
Budget Officer The sponsor, in turn, is encouraged to provide similar positive incentives to the Have Improved
Resources Increased Military Recruiting and To aid in the improvement of retention-targeted bonuses across the
Navy, our research focuses on the retention rates and effectiveness of current bonus .. understand how the U.S. Navys
program works, this study reviews various defense-. An analysis of prior enlisted officer retention at the 20 Calhoun: The Improving the Navys officer bonus program effectiveness. Filip, William N. Monterey, California.
Naval Postgraduate School http:///10945/2749 Scanned Document - Department of the Navy - To aid in the
improvement of retention-targeted bonuses across the Navy, our research focuses on the retention rates and effectiveness
of current bonus .. understand how the U.S. Navys program works, this study reviews various defense-. Congressional
Record, V. 153, Part 19, October 1, 2007 to October - Google Books Result Historically, targeted bonuses have
proven highly effective and very cost efficient in . In FY99, we anticipate improving upon the gains made in recruiter .
On the personnel side, a national Nuclear Trained Officer (NTO) program was
navy-personnel-boss-eyes-big-changes-bonuses-advancement The Navy is intent on maintaining and improving
retention of its most qualified Sailors. The Selective Reenlistment Bonus is an effective, flexible, cost- effective tool for
.. her Commanding Officer (CO)must submit a PTS application. 7. 6. Combined Statement of Vice Adm.D. T. Oliver,
U.S. Navy - Feb 3, 2017 generally assess the effectiveness of S&I pay programs by the extent to which they achieve
desired . the Navys Nuclear Officer Incentive Pay Program, .. improve accession and retention of servicemembers. We
discuss the. Congressional Record, V. 147, Pt. 9, June 26, 2001 to July 16 2001 - Google Books Result Masters
Thesis. 4. TITLE AND SUBTITLE. Improving the Navys Officer Bonus Program Effectiveness. 6. AUTHOR(S)
William N. Filip. 5. FUNDING NUMBERS. 7. Navy Officers Get Higher Nuclear Bonus Improving the Navys
Officer Bonus Program Effectiveness - Defense Programs. To support shipbuilding investment and improved
performance it was communicate effective contract incentive clauses and structures and establish . As a result, the Navy
Program Manager and Contracting Officer may.
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